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Plate 17: (167) The Western 
Range staircase, later 17th/early 
18th century style, closed string 
construction with simple turned 
spells, heavy plain handrail and 
balusters. Looking north.  
 

Plate 18: (056) Room 6 in the Western Range, 17th century open fireplace with 
a stone surround. Looking west.   
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Plate 19: (057) The reeded ceiling  exposed in Room 6. 

 

Plate 20: (055) Room 6, mid 18th

century style six panelled door with L 
shaped hinge and contemporary iron 
work. The door is set within panelled 
jambs below a built in cupboard. 
Looking east. 
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Plate 21: (047) Room 8, in the Western Range. At the northern end of the 
room is a broad 17th century style fireplace with a heavy timber bressumer 
supported on 21/4  inch  brick piers. Adjacent to the fireplace is the staircase to 
the garret room above. Large timber cross beams support the joists for the garret 
floor. Looking north. 

Plate 22: (079) Room 13, on the first floor of the Eastern Range. Set into the 
chimney breast on the northern wall is a 19th century cast iron arched bath grate 
with a plain stone mantel and pillars. The door leads to Room 14 down a short 
flight of stairs. Looking north-west. 
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Plate 23: (083) Room 14.The southern wall is dominated by a large brick 
chimney breast that has a small hob grate built onto its eastern side. This 
structure also supports the stub end of a cross beam that has been cut to 
accommodate the insertion of stairs from Room 13. A timber stanchion at the 
foot of the stairs supports the opposing beam stub. Looking south. 

Plate 24: (038) Room 2. In the north wall is a large 18th century basket arched 
fireplace with integral moulded stone surround and buttresses over an integral 
stone slab. There is an arched recess to the east of the fireplace with a half glazed 
nine pane door flanked by narrow three light sashes. The arch to the west passes 
through a former oven set into the corner of the building with an external curved 
wall. Looking north. 
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Plate 25: (041) Room 3 has a beamed ceiling with a large cross beam supporting 
squared timber joists, with a further beam set into the chimney breast crossing a 
recess on its eastern side. There is a tile backed modern retro fireplace 
incorporating iron studs and a small grate fitted to the chimney breast on the south 
wall. The floorboards are also a relatively recent addition to the building and the 
internal doors are modern replacements. Looking south-east. 

Plate 26: (085) Room 15. The 18th century type doorframe in the southern wall 
of this room is constructed in heavy timbers that form part of the roof 
superstructure. It has an expanded lintel that is secured to the jambs with pegged 
mortice and tenon joints supporting timber studding to the apex of the roof. An 
original latch hoop is still attached to the north side of the frame. A partition wall 
of timber uprights with cross bracing may have enclosed what may have been the 
original internal staircase access. Looking south-east.


